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Elevate Your Spaces with Interior Construction – Your Trusted Partner in SE London 
 

 
 

I trust this letter finds you well. Allow me to introduce Interior Construction, a distinguished company 
based in SE London, specializing in providing unparalleled Property Maintenance and Interior 
Construction Services to valued clients across London and its surrounding areas. 

A Decade of Excellence: With over a decade of industry expertise, Interior Construction stands as a 
beacon of proficiency and innovation. Our unwavering commitment to quality has solidified our 
position as a trusted partner for clients seeking transformative solutions for their spaces. 

Comprehensive Services: At Interior Construction, we offer a comprehensive suite of services, 
seamlessly blending property maintenance with cutting-edge interior construction. From meticulous 
repairs to bespoke renovations, our team is adept at elevating spaces to new heights of functionality 
and aesthetics. 

Dedicated to Your Vision: Understanding that every project is unique, we take pride in our ability to 
tailor our services to meet your specific needs. Whether you are envisioning a modern residential 
haven or a dynamic commercial space, Interior Construction is your dedicated partner in bringing your 
vision to life. 

Why Choose Interior Construction: 

• Expertise: Backed by a team of seasoned professionals with a wealth of experience. 
• Versatility: Our portfolio spans residential, commercial, healthcare, and more. 
• Craftsmanship: Meticulous attention to detail ensures superior quality in every project. 
• Client-Centric Approach: Your satisfaction is at the forefront of our mission. 

Service Areas: While headquartered in SE London, our services extend across the vibrant landscapes 
of London and its surrounding areas. Wherever your project resides, Interior Construction is ready to 
make a transformative impact. 

We invite you to explore our portfolio and envision the possibilities that await when you choose 
Interior Construction. Let us turn your aspirations into reality. 

Thank you for considering Interior Construction as your partner in crafting spaces that inspire. 

Sincerely, 

Dragos Catanitoiu 

Director 


